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CRUSHER WITH ROCKING
HAMMERS Type FR-12
DESCRIPTION :
CRUSCHER Mod. FR - 12 may be used as a normal Hammer Mill to pulverize cereals, herbs,
legumes, and any other not-oily product or as pre-Crusher to obtain a smaller size for those products
that have to be further processed.
Product enters the grinding chamber where it's beaten repeatedly, at high speed by the rocking
hammers that crush it.
The product remains inside the grinding chamber and its grinding goes on, as long as it has the
right size to pass through the sieve's holes.
The sieve's hole size is chosen depending on the requested granulometry of various products.
The grinded product goes down in the discharge hopper and then conveyed into silo or sacks.
CONSTRUCTION :
the frame and the in-let and out-let hoppers are built in painted carbon steel - on request it's possible
to built the Mill completely in stainless steel - having high thickness and continuous welded.
Equipped with support frame in carbon steel sheet bended and painted. Driven by electric motor
from kw.1,1 to kw.4,0, with possibility to choise the speed 3000, 1500, 1000 or 750 rpm. It's also
possible to use double or more speed, monophase, triphase, 240 and 400 volts.
In the inside is complete with 12 hammers in hardened carbon steel - or stainless steel - which
rock on seel in carbon steel C 45.
Door which can be completely opened for easy entrance and maintenance of the grinding chamber.
Longer life for the hammers You can use in any four cutting corners.
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The technical datas are not binding - we reserve the right to make modifications anytime.

